[A case of effective neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy with capecitabine for locally advanced sigmoid colon cancer].
A 60-year-old man was hospitalized for urodynia. Clinical examinations demonstrated a locally advanced sigmoid colon cancer with direct extension to the bladder, rectum, and pelvic wall. We considered that curative resection was not possible and performed temporary colostomy for fecal diversion. After colostomy, he was treated with neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy(NACRT)for down staging. The radiation therapy was delivered with 45 Gy(1. 8 Gy/fraction; 5 days/week×5 weeks), and the concurrent chemotherapy was performed with capecitabine(825mg/m2 twice daily on radiotherapy days). CT scan confirmed a dramatic response with downstaging of the tumor following NA-CRT(clinical response, PR in the RECIST criteria). Invasion of the tumor to pelvic wall disappeared on CT scan, and[18F]fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography( FDG-PET)failed to demonstrate any distant metastasis. We considered that the tumor was hence resectable and performed total pelvic exenteration(TPE)1 month after NACRT. A pathological examination of surgical specimens confirmed a R0 resection. The patient made an unremarkable postoperative recovery. He went on to receive adjuvant capecitabine chemotherapy, completing four cycles. He remains well and disease-free 10 months following surgery. NACRT with capecitabine appears effective even for unresectable locally advanced sigmoid colon cancer.